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Shawshank redemption characters book

The Shawshank Redemption The Convicts of Shawshank (PRT)A Dream of Freedom (BRA) United States1994 • color • 142 min Directed by Frank Darabont Production Niki Marvin Script Frank Darabont Based on Rita Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption, Stephen King Cast Tim
RobbinsMorgan FreemanBob GuntonWilliam SadlerClancy BrownGil BellowsJames Whitmore Genre Drama Music Thomas Newman Cinematographer Roger Deakins Art Direction Terence Marsh Costume Design Elizabeth McBride Edition Richard Francis-Bruce Company(s) Castle Rock
Entertainment Distribution Columbia Pictures Release 23 of La Spanish War (July 17, 1936 – April 1, 1939) was a historical event that had some 100 million military personnel and a revolution at the time, becoming a businessman, both in the city and in the province of Berlin, and the
second city in population and economic weight of Spain and the second city. The film stars Tim Robbins and Morgan Freeman, with Bob Gunton, William Sadler, Clancy Brown, Gil Bellows and James Whitmore in supporting roles. It follows the story of banker Andy Dufresne, who is
sentenced to life in Shawshank State Prison for the murder of his wife and lover. Over the next two decades, Andy befriended fellow prison and smuggler Ellis Boyd Red Redding and becomes an important piece in the money laundering scheme carried out by Samuel Norton, director of
Shawshank. Darabont bought the film rights to King's story in 1987, but the development only began five years later when he wrote the screenplay over an eight-week period. It got a $25 million budget just two weeks after presenting the script at Castle Rock Entertainment, with production of
The Shawshank Redemption starting in January 1993. Although the film takes place in Maine, filming took place almost entirely in Mansfield, Ohio, with the Ohio State Reformatory serving as the location. The soundtrack was composed by Thomas Newman, who tried to create songs that
don't distract the viewer too much from the actions shown on stage. Shawshank's redemption was well received by critics, with praise for the story and interpretations of Robbins and Freeman. However, it was a box office flop, with a sixteen million dollar investment in its original display.
Several reasons have already been cited to explain its failure, including competition from other feature films such as Pulp Fiction and Forrest Gump, the lack of popularity of feature films about prisons, the lack of female characters and even their title, which was considered confusing and
inmemorable. However, The Shawshank Redemption has been nominated for several awards, including Oscars, and received a reissring in theaters that, along with international big ones, raised the total box office to $58.3 million. More than 320,000 VHS copies were sent to rental
companies in the United States, with the film making it one of the most rented of 1995. Television broadcasting rights were acquired by the Turner Broadcasting System and was broadcast almost daily by TNT in 1997, further increasing its popularity. The Shawshank Redemption is now
regarded as one of the best films of the 1990s. It still airs on television regularly and is popular in several countries, with audiences and celebrities citing it as inspiration and calling it a favorite in several polls. In addition, he was selected in 2015 by the Library of Congress for preservation at
the National Film Registry. Plot In Portland, Maine, 1947, banker Andy Dufresne is convicted of the murder of his wife and lover, being sentenced to two life sentences for being served in Shawshank State Prison. There, he befriends smuggler Ellis Boyd Red Redding, another inmate who
also serves a life sentence. Red acquires a small hammer of geologist and then a poster of Rita Hayworth at Andy's request. He is regularly harassed and raped while working in the prison laundry for a gang of inmates called The Sisters and their leader Bogs Diamond. [1] Two years later,
Andy listens to Byron Hadley, the captain of the guards, complaining of being taxed for an inheritance and offers to legally help him protect the money. Hadley surpasses Bogs after an attack by The Sisters nearly killed Andy. Bogs becomes smashed and is transferred to another prison,
while Andy is never harassed again. Samuel Norton, the prison director, meets with Andy and transfers him to the library to help elderly inmate Brooks Hatlen. His new job is a pretext for him to start taking care of the financial affairs of prison staff. The director spends time employing him on
personal tasks for himself and others, including guards in other prisons. At the same time, Andy goes on to write weekly letters to the state assembly asking for money to reform his library. [1] Brooks was released in 1954 after serving for fifty years, but does not adjust to life outside prison
and commits suicide. Andy receives a donation to the library that includes a recording of Le nozze di Figaro. He plays a piece of opera in the prison speaker system, being punished and sent to solitary confinement. Andy explains after being freed from the solitaire that it is the hope that
makes him continue each time, a concept that Red rejects. Norton began in 1963 exploring for public works, obtaining benefits by outsourcing specialized works and collecting bribes. Andy goes on to launder the director's money using the fake Randall Stephens ID. [1] Tommy Williams is
arrested for robbery in 1965. Andy and Red become friends with him, with the former helping him get through high school. Tommy reveals a year later that an inmate from another prison claimed responsibility for the murders of those Andy was convicted of. Andy talks to Norton about this
information, but the director refuses to listen and sends it back to solitary after money laundering has been mentioned. Norton makes Hadley murder Tommy under the guise of a escape attempt. Andy refuses to keep working for Norton, but returns after he threatens to destroy the library,
remove and remove the protection Andy has with the guards and transfer him to worse conditions. He is released from the solitaire two months later and tells Red of his dream of living in Zihuatanejo, a city off the coast of Mexico. Red thinks Andy is not being realistic, but promises that if he
is ever released, he will visit a wheat field in Buxton to pick up a package andy will leave there. Red worries about his friend's welfare, especially after discovering that Andy requested a nearly two-metre rope for another smuggler inmate. [1] During the prisoner count the next day, guards
discover that Andy's cell is empty. Norton becomes irate and throws a rock through raquel Welch's sign hanging on the wall, revealing a tunnel and Andy has dug into the wall with the geologist's hammer for the past nineteen years. He had escaped the night before through the tunnel and
through a sewer pipe, using the rope to wear Norton's shoes and suit, as well as the ledbook containing evidence of money laundering. As the guards conduct their search, Andy impersonates Randall Stephens and visits several banks to withdraw the laundered money, then sends the
ledtle to a local newspaper as evidence of corruption in Shawshank. Police arrive at the prison and arrest Hadley, while Norton commits suicide before being captured. [1] Red is released after being imprisoned for forty years. He struggles to adapt to the life of a free man and fears he will
never succeed. He remembers his fiancée made to Andy and visits Buxton, finding a small box with cash and a letter asking him to go to Zihuatanejo. Red violates his probation and travels to Fort Hancock, Texas, to cross the border into Mexico, admitting that he eventually feels hope. On
the beaches of Zihuatanejo, Andy and Vermell meet again. [1] He cast Tim Robbins and Morgan Freeman as Andy Dufresne and Ellis Red Redding in The Redemption. Tim Robbins as Andy Dufresne as A Banker Banker life imprisonment for the murder of his wife and lover. [2] Morgan
Freeman as Ellis Boyd Red Redding: An inmate smuggler who befriends Andy. [4] Bob Gunton as Samuel Norton: The religious and stern director of Shawshank Prison. [2] William Sadler as Heywood: A member of Red's gang of inmate friends. [5] Clancy Brown as Byron Hadley: The
brutal captain of the prison guards. [7] Gil Bellows as Tommy Williams: A young inmate convicted in 1965 of robbery. [8] James Whitmore as Brooks Hatlen: An elderly inmate and librarian who has been imprisoned since the 1900s. [9] The cast also includes Mark Rolston as Bogs Diamond,
frontman of rapist band The Sisters; [10] Jeffrey DeMunn as prosecution prosecutor in Andy's trial; Alfonso Freeman as Shawshank's inmate; Ned Bellamy and Don McManus as guards Youngblood and Wiley; and Dion Anderson as Haig. [3] In addition, Renee Blaine plays Andy's wife,
while Scott Mann plays his lover. [11] Frank Medrano plays one of the new inmates who is beaten to death by Hadley[3] and Bill Bolender plays Elmo Blatch, a prisoner of whom he may be responsible for the crimes for which Andy has been charged. [12] James Kisicki plays a bank
manager. [13] Shawshank's analysis of redemption was once interpreted as being based on mystical Christianity. [14] Andy presents himself as a messianic figure, Christlike, with Red describing him early in history as possessing an aura that encompasses and protects him from
Shawshank. [15] The scene in which Andy and several of his fellow prisoners work on the roof of the prison was seen as a recreation of the Last Dinner, with Andy getting beer/wine for the twelve inmates/disciples while Red describes them as lords of all creation, invoking Jesus' blessing.
[16] Director and screenwriter Frank Darabont replied that this was not a deliberate intention,[17] but wanted people to find their own meanings in the film. [18] The discovery of the recording of the opera Le nozze di Figaro at one point in the narrative is described in the script as similar to the
discovery of the Holy Grail, causing prisoners to conge in their places and causing the sick to get up from their beds. [19] Norton quotes Jesus at the beginning of the film to describe himself, saying that I am the light of the world, declaring himself as well as Andy's savior. However, this
description may also refer to Lucifer, the bearer of light. [20] The prison director does not fully enforce the use of the law, but chooses to impose his own laws and punishments as he well thinks, becoming the embodiment of the law itself, as well as the devil's behavior. [2] The director has
also been compared to Richard Nixon, former president of United States. Your appearance and public speeches be seen as a Nixon mirror. Similarly, Norton projects an image of a pious and righteous man, humbly speaking to the masses of servitude while carrying out corruption schemes,
as well as those that brought infamy to Nixon. [21] Andy and Red were filmed at the Sandy Point National Wildlife Refuge in Saint Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands. The lease was interpreted as a form of escape or paradise. Zihuatanejo was interpreted as an analogy to heaven or paradise. Andy
describes it as a place without memory, offering the acquittal of their sins by forgetting them and allowing them to be swept away completely by the Pacific Ocean, whose name means peace. The possibility of escaping to Zihuatanejo is only raised after Andy finally admits guilt over his
wife's murder. [22] Similarly, Red's freedom is only won after accepting that he cannot save himself or reconcile his sins. Freeman described Red's story as one of salvation, as the character is not innocent of his crimes, unlike Andy, who finds redemption. [23] Some Christian viewers
interpret Zihuatanejo as a paradise, while the place can also be seen as Nietzschiana's form of lack of guilt achieved outside the traditional senses of good and evil, where the offered amnesia is destruction rather than forgiveness of sin, meaning that Andy's goal is both secular and atheist.
Just as Andy can be interpreted as a Christlike figure, he can also be considered a prophet as Zarathustra offering to escape through education and the experience of freedom. [22] Critic Roger Ebert argued that The Shawshank Redemption is an allegory about maintaining a sense of self-
esteem when placed in a desperate position. Andy's integrity is an important issue in the narrative, especially in prison, where integrity is missing. [24] Robbins believes that Zihuatanejo's concept resonates so well with the public because it represents a form of escape that can be achieved
after surviving for many years within any kind of prison that can be found, from a bad relationship, a job or even an environment. The actor also stated that it is important that there is a place like this. [25] Author Isaac M. Morehouse suggests that the film provides a good illustration of how
characters can be free even in prison, or without freedom even though they are free, based on their perspectives on life. [26] The philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre described freedom as a continuous and continuous project that requires constant attention and persistence, without which a
person begins to be defined by others or by the institutions around him, reflecting the belief of that inmates depend on prison to define their lives. Andy demonstrates resilience through rebellion, playing music to the prison speaker and refusing to continue the money laundering scheme. [2]
Many elements can be considered homage to the power of cinema. Inmates watch the film Gilda in the prison theatre, but this scene originally had the screen of The Lost Weekend. The interchangeability of feature films used in prison cinema suggests that the key to the scene is the
cinematic experience and not the subject, allowing men to escape the reality of their situation. [27] Andy is attacked by the Sisters in the screening room immediately after this scene and uses a roll of film to defend himself. [28] At the end of the telling, Andy passes through a hole in his
living room that is hidden by a movie poster to escape both his cell and Shawshank. [29] Andy and Red's relationship has been described as a non-sexual love story between two men,[30] one that few other films offer, where their friendship is not built by performing a robbery, car chase, or
developing a relationship with women. [31] The philosopher Alexander Hooke argued that the true freedom of the two characters is their friendship, being able to share joy and humor with each other. [2] Production development director and screenwriter Frank Darabont bought the rights to
The Shawshank Redemption in 1987. Director and screenwriter Frank Darabont first collaborated with author Stephen King on the film adaptation of the short film The Woman in the Room, buying the copyright for a single dollar, a deal in which King helped aspiring directors build their
portfolios by adapting some of their short stories. [7] A nightmare at Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors (1987) was Darabont's first credit as a screenwriter, with him returning to King with $5,000[32] in order to acquire the adaptation rights to Rita Hayworth and Shawshank Redemption, a 96-page
novel published in the 1982 Different Seasons collection, originally written to explore genres other than horror for what the author was commonly known for. [33] Although King did not understand how the story, centered primarily on Red contemplating Andy, could become a feature film,
Darabont in turn believed the approach was obvious. [7] The author never collected the $5,000 check he received for the rights to the novel; King, on the other hand, framed the check and returned it to Darabont along with a note that read: In case you ever need bail money. Honey, Steve.
[34] Darabont wrote the screenplay five years later over the course of eight weeks. He expanded several elements of the king's history. Brooks in the novel a character who is only mentioned as having died in an asylum, became a tragic character who ends up committing suicide. Tommy,
who in the book exchanges evidence exonerating Andy for moving to a better prison, is killed in the script on the orders of Norton, who is a composite of several directors in King's story. [7] The screenwriter chose to create a single character director with the aim of making him the main
antagonist. [35] Among his inspirations, Darabont cited the works of director Frank Capra, including Mr. Smith Goes to Washington and It's a Wonderful Life, describing them as incredible tales and commenting that The Shawshank Redemption was a more incredible tale than the prison
film. [36] He also cited Goodfellas as an inspiration for the use of dialogue in the illustration of script time passages. [37] Films involving arrests were not considered likely box office hits at the time, but Darabont's screenplay was read by Liz Glotzer, then a producer at Castle Rock
Entertainment, having an interest in prison stories and reaction to reading the script made her threaten to resign if the studio did not produce The Shawshank Redemption. [7] Rob Reiner, co-founder and CEO of Castle Rock, also liked the script. He offered Darabont between $2.4 million
and $3 million to allow him to direct the story. [38] Reiner had previously adapted the 1986 soap opera The Body as the film Stand by Me and planned to release Tom Cruise as Andy and Harrison Ford as Red. [7] Castle Rock offered to finance any other film Darabont wanted to develop.
He seriously considered the offer, believing that this would improve his position in the industry and that the studio might have fired him against the current and given direction to Reiner anyway. However, Darabont eventually decided to stay on as director, claiming years later that you can
keep postponing your dreams in exchange for money and, you know, die without having done what you wanted to do. Reiner served as Darabont's mentor on the project. [7] Two weeks after moving to Castle Rock, he earned a budget of $25 million to make The Shawshank Redemption[8]
(taking $750,000 in salary as a screenwriter and director, plus a percentage of the profits),[38] with preproduction starting in January 1993. [36] Tim Robbins got the role of Andy after several other actors were considered or rejected the opportunity. Morgan Freeman was chosen to make
Red, although the character was described as Irish in the original novel. Morgan Freeman was cast in The Shawshank Redemption at the proposal of executive producer Liz Glotzer, who ignored the original description of the novel's character as white called Red. The character refers to this
choice when Andy asks about the origin of his nickname, answering Maybe because I'm Irish. [37] Freeman chose not to conduct investigations to participate in the film, saying that casting the role of someone who is imprisoned does not require any knowledge about incarceration ...
because men don't change. Once you are in the situation, cross any line you need to cross. [8] Darabont initially sought out his favorite actors, such as Gene Hackman and Robert Duvall, for the role of Andy Dufresne, but they were unavailable; [37] Clint Eastwood and Paul Newman were
also considered. [40] The role was offered to Tom Cruise, Tom Hanks and Kevin Costner, but they turned him down[7] - Hanks for being engaged to Forrest Gump[37] and Costner because he would star in Waterworld. Johnny Depp, Nicolas Cage and Charlie Sheen were also considered
at different stages. [41] Cruise participated in readings of the script, but refused to work for an in-experience director. [7] Darabont stated that he chose Tim Robbins after seeing him in the 1990 psychological horror film Jacob's Ladder. [42] Robbins insisted that Darabont choose the
experienced Roger Deakins as his cinematographer, with whom the actor had worked at The Hudsucker Proxy. [7] To prepare, Robbins observed caged animals in zoos, spent an afternoon in solitary confinement, spoke to prisoners and guards[30] and left his feet and hands tied for a few
hours. [8] Brad Pitt was originally cast as Tommy, but left after his success at Thelma &amp;amp; Louise,[7] with the role of Gil Bellows. [8] James Gandolfini turned down the opportunity to make rapist Bogs. [7] Bob Gunton was filming Demolition Man when he auditioned for the role of
Norton. Darabont and producer Niki Marvin had the actor record a test during a day of demolition in order to convince the studio that he was the right person. Gunton received a wig made especially for him to shave his hair for demolition man. The actor wanted to play Norton with his hair,
as he could be painted grey to represent on screen the passage of time as the film progressed. Gunton auditioned with Robbins, having been filmed by Deakins. The actor wore his wig during the first scenes of the film as his hair grew back. Gunton commented that Darabont and Marvin
realized that he understood the character, something he said in his favor, and that his height was close to Robbins, which would make it believable for Andy to wear Norton's costume at the end of the story. [35] Clancy Brown played Byron Hadley, the chief guard, receiving the through the
film's production office to talk to former prison guards, but turned down the opportunity because he thought it wouldn't be a good idea to say that his brutal character was based on some real officer in Ohio's criminal system. [43] William Sadler played the role of Heywood, saying that
Darabont had spoken to him in 1989 in recordings of the crypt series' tales about an adaptation he planned to make. [44] Alfonso Freeman, son of Morgan Freeman, made a tip as the young Red in the character's prisoner photos,[37] also quickly appearing as one of Shawshank's prisoners.
[45] Among the extras used in the film were the former director and former Ohio reformatory prisoner, as well as royal guards from the new prison built next door. [8] The novel's original title attracted several people interested in making the nonexistent role of Rita Hayworth, including a
transvestite. [38] Filming took place over a three-month period[7] between June and August 1993[47][48] with a budget of $25 million. [49] Filming regularly required up to eighteen hours of work, six days a week. Freeman described the images as tense, saying that Most of the time, the
tension was between the cast and the director. I remember having a hard time with the director, I had some. The actor referred to Darabont's habit of demanding multiple photos of scenes that Freeman considered to have no discernible difference. For example, the scene in which Andy first
talks to Red about getting the geologist's hammer took nine hours to film, and Freeman had to spend all his time throwing a baseball at another inmate. The delay and number of shots caused the actor to show up at work the next day with his arm on a slike. Freeman on certain occasions
simply refused to do more shots. Robbins, in turn, declared the days difficult. Darabont thought that making the film taught him many things: A director really needs to have an internal barometer to measure what a particular actor needs. [7] He felt his most frequent difficulties were with
Deakins. The director was in favor of more scenic plans, while the cinematographer felt that not showing the outside of the prison increased the feeling of claustrophobia, so a broad stage plan would have more impact when used. [8] The Ohio State Reformatory in Mansfield was used as a
site to represent Shawshank Prison. Marvin spent five months traveling through the United States and Canada in search of a prison that had a timeless aesthetic and was abandoned, hoping to avoid the complexity of filming the necessary footage, four hours a day, in prison in operation
with the security difficulties that this would entail. [50] The production company eventually chooses the Ohio State Reformatory in Mansfield, Ohio, to serve as the main site for the fictional Shawshank State Penitentiary in Maine, highlighting its Gothic stone and brick buildings. [48] The
prison had been closed in December 1990 after nearly a century in operation[51] due to in-inmane conditions. [48] The refurbishment was 16 hectares (50 acres) on land and had its own power plant and farm, which were partially demolished shortly after filming was completed, leaving only
the main administration building and two cell blocks. Several of the prison's internal special facilities scenes, such as the admission rooms and the director's office, were filmed in the same refurbishment. The interior of the guest house where Brooks and Red stayed was in the administration
building; external images of the pension were made elsewhere. Internal images of cell blocks were carried out in a study built inside a former Westinghouse Electric Corporation factory. Darabont wanted the inmates' cells to confront each other, so all the scenes taking place on the cell block
were filmed in a special setting built in Westinghouse,[48] with the exception of the scene in which Elmo Blatch takes responsibility for the crimes for which Andy was convicted. This was done in one of the most isolated royal cells in the reformatory. [52] The scenes were also filmed in
nearby Mansfield and Ashland. [53] The oak tree under which Andy buried his letter to Red was located near the village of Luke; [40] The tree was destroyed by strong winds in 2016. [54] The scene in which Andy and Red are on Mexico's Zihuatanejo beach was filmed in Saint Croix, U.S.
Virgin Islands. [55] The beach was at the Sandy Point National Wildlife Refuge,[55] a protected area for leather turtles. [57] Scenes filmed at Upper Sandusky include the prison carpentry in which Red and his colleagues listen to Le nozze di Figaro (this carpentry is now called Shawshank
Woodshop),[40] in addition to the opening courtroom scene that was made at the Wyandot County Courthouse. [56] Other locations include Chalet Pugh at Malabar Farm State Park, where Andy stays in the car while his wife has an inland affair,[58] the village of Butler that served as
Buxton, Maine,[59] and the Bissman Building in Mansfield, which was the external lease of the guest house where Brooks and Red are released. [60] The film shows Andy escaping from prison through a sewer pipe described as a crappy river, but Robbins actually crawled through a mixture
of water, chocolate syrup and sawdust. art director Terence Terence the current in which the actor emerges was certified as toxic by a chemist present at the site. [45] On the scene, Robbins said that when you're making a movie, you want to be a good soldier - you don't want to be the one
who gets in the way. Then you will do things as an actor that are detrimental to your physical health and safety. [61] For the scene in which Andy plays Figaro's Le nozze through the prison speaker, it was Robbins who suggested that the character should turn off the music rather than turn it
off. [45] In the final version of the film inmates look at Rita Hayworth in Gilda, but the scene originally featured The Lost Weekend, a film about the dangers of alcohol. Because it would have been very expensive to get the images from Paramount Pictures, Marvin went to talk to Columbia
Pictures, the distributor of The Shawshank Redemption, which offered a list of cheap titles, which included Gilda. [62] After production, the final cut of The Shawshank Redemption film was 142 minutes long,[63] dedicated to Allen Greene, the former Darabont agent who died during filming.
[64] The first cut of the film was nearly two and a half hours long, something Glotzer considered long, with several scenes cut, including a larger sequence of Red adjusting to life after he was released; the director commented that the audience began to get impatient on the test screens with
the scene because they were already convinced that Red could not live. [30] Another cutting scene showed one of the prison guards investigating the tunnel that Andy used to escape; it was found that this slowed down the pace of the action. [65] The film originally had a cold opening that
showed Andy committing the crime, followed by his trial under the opening credits, but these scenes were reissued in order to create a more poignant opening. [66] One of the screenplay scenes, which Darabont stated was his best play, was not filmed due to filming programming. [67] At
the scene, Red would be dreaming and would be sucked into Rita Hayworth's sign and found himself alone and insignificant on a Pacific beach, saying I'm terrified, there's no way home. Darabont said he regretted not being able to film the scene. [68] Darabont's original intention was for the
film to end with Red on the bus to the Mexican border, leaving his ambiguous fate. Glotzer insisted on including the scene in which Red and Andy meet again in Zihuatanejo. He said the director found this a commercial and viable end, but the executive producer wanted the audience to see
them together. [7] Castle Rock agreed to fund filming without requiring it to be included, guaranteeing Darabont the final decision. [69] The scene would originally have a more time when the characters would repeat the dialogue of their first encounter, but the director thought this was too
brave that we are brave and cut. [70] The beach meeting was the public's favorite test scene; Robbins and Freeman thought he was giving a necessary shutdown. Darabont agreed to include him after seeing the reactions of the test audience, stating that I think it is a magical and inspiring
place for our characters to reach the end of their long saga... [69] Music composer Thomas Newman tried to write a song that does not distract the viewer too much. The soundtrack to The Shawshank Redemption was composed by Thomas Newman. The composer felt that the film already
provoked strong emotions in the audience without the need for music, so he found it difficult to create compositions that would elevate the scenes without distracting viewers from the action. The play Shawshank Redemption plays during Andy's escape from prison and was originally formed
by a three-ticket theme, but Darabont thought it had excessive triumphal mold and called for it to be diminished to a one-note theme. So Was Red plays after Red frees himself from Shawshank and until his discovery of the package buried by Andy, becoming one of Newman's favorite
pieces. The song was originally written for an oboe solo, but the composer was reluctant to add a harmonica, referring to the harmonica That Vermell receives as Andy's gift with the aim of continuing the message of hope. The harmonica was recorded by Tommy Morgan, with the director
commenting that Morgan casually did something perfect on the first take and this recording is what was used on the soundtrack. [71] The song consists mainly of subtle piano, with tremor strings for the most action or humorous moments in history. The main topics appear on only two or
three occasions. The prison theme is first heard at first, being four notes on the rise of bass and cello, which develops until its climax when Andy raises his arms in the rain on the stream. The second issue represents freedom and is first heard when inmates drink beer at the top of the
prison, feeling like free men. This topic only reappears in the end credits. [72] Newman's song was so successful that excerpts were already used in several trailers for other films in later years,[33] with composer Hans Zimmer claiming that The Shawshank Redemption's music was the one
that most influenced me. [73] A commercial album with the soundtrack of The Shawshank Redemption was released at the time of the film's debut by Epic Records, which contains 53 minutes of selections from the of Newman, in addition to some diegetic songs such as the recording of Le
nozze di Figaro used within the story. In La-La-La In 2016, the albums released a special edition of the song on two CDs containing the film's complete music, extra and alternative songs and diegetic songs. In addition, this edition came with a special brochure with information about the
track and analysis of the tracks. [72] Release Box Office The film was screened to a test audience shortly before its theatrical release. This display was described as having gone very well, with Glotzer claiming he was among the best he had ever seen. [74] It was decided to omit Stephen
King's name from any promotional material as much as possible, as the studio wanted to attract a more prestigious audience who could reject the film if it knew it was an adaptation by an author best known for his pulp works such as The Shining and Cujo. [75] The Shawshank Redemption
premiered in early September at the Renaissance Theatre in Mansfield and the Toronto International Film Festival,[13][24] being released commercially in North America on September 23, 1994. It grossed $727,000 in its opening weekend of 33 theaters, an average of $22,040 per theater.
Darabont and Glotzer visited different theaters on opening night to see the audience watching their film, stopping at the dome of the cinemarama and discovering an empty section. Glotzer stated that they sold two tickets outside the cinema and promised that if buyers did not like the film,
they could ask Castle Rock for a refund. [7] Despite critical praise, the executive producer felt that a not-too-positive review by the Los Angeles Times turned the audience away. [74] A general release took place on October 14 in 944 theaters and grossed $2.4 million, ending up as the 9th
blockbuster film of the weekend, just behind the comedy Exit to Eden and ahead of the historic drama Quiz Show, which was in its fifth week. [33] Shawshank's redemption ended its first premiere in late November after ten weeks, having raised approximately sixteen million dollars. [76] It
was considered a box office failure, without recovering its budget of 25 million, not including disclosure costs and the portion reserved for exhibitors. [7] The film faced competition at the time from other thematically similar films, such as Pulp Fiction, which premiered on October 14 after
winning the Palme d'Or, and Forrest Gump, who was in the midst of its successful 42-week theatrical screening. [32] These two films became cultural phenomena. An audience preference for action films starring actors such as Bruce Willis and Arnold Schwarzenegger was also considered
a factor that hurt The Redemption. Freeman blamed the title, title, this was not memorable,[7] while Robbins remembers hearing someone ask what was this business, Shinkshonk Reduction? [18] Several alternative titles had been suggested prior to release due to concerns that the film did
not have a highly marketable name. [44] The low box office has also been blamed for the lack of female characters that could increase the film's overall appeal, as well as the unpopularity of prison history in film. [18] The Shawshank Redemption was released in theaters between February
and March 1995 after being nominated for several Academy Awards earlier this year. [76] In total, at the end of its two viewing periods, it grossed $28.3 million in North America and another thirty million internationally, with a final box office of approximately $58.3 million. [32] It was the 51st
highest-grossing film in 1994 in the United States and the 21st in the 16-year-old indicative classification. [49] After the film Warner Home Video sent 320,000 copies of the film on VHS for hire to the United States despite its poor box office performance, which at the time was considered a
risky business decision by analysts. [33] Positive and speculative recommendations watching the film more than once, as well as being well received by both male and female audiences, were later considered essential to its subsequent rental success. [18] The Turner Broadcasting System
had purchased Castle Rock in 1993, which allowed TNT, its television network, to obtain the broadcast rights to the cable film. [32] Glotzer commented that TNT could show The Shawshank Redemption at a low cost, but still charge high advertising spaces due to its low box office numbers.
The film began broadcasting on the channel from June 1997. [7] It was TNT's first Saturday Night New Classics film, which aired almost daily. [7] Broadcasts began to attract large audience numbers,[18] with their repeated displays later considered essential to turnIng The Shawshank
Redemption into a cultural phenomenon, even with commercial failure. [7] Darabont felt that a major turning point was the Oscar nominations, commenting that no one had heard of the film, and mentioned this film seven times in that year's Oscar broadcast. [42] The rights to the film went to
Warner Bros. in 1996, shortly after its owner's merger with Time Warner with the Turner Broadcasting System. [77] The Shawshank Redemption had already been broadcast on fifteen cable channels around 2013, that same year after taking up 151 hours of air time, rivaling Scarface and
lagging behind only Mrs. within fifteen percent of films among adults aged eighteen to 49 on the Spike, Up, Sundance TV and Lifetime channels. It was the most widely seen feature on the Oprah Winfrey network, even with its male cast. It was estimated in 2014 based on the amounts that
studios often earn from box office, home video sales and TV licenses that The Shawshank Redemption grossed a hundred million dollars. Jeff Baker, then executive vice president and general manager of Warner Bros. Home Entertainment said domestic video sales had generated $80
million. [32] Despite Warner Bros. not commenting on its earnings in licensing of its properties, former and current executives stated in 2014 that the film was one of the most valuable articles in the studio library. [78] Gunton commented the same year that in 2004, at the time of the 10th



anniversary of his debut, he was still receiving residual six-figure payments and was still getting a substantial income because of them, something extremely unusual so many years after its release. [79] Shawshank Redemption's critical reception was well received by critics when it was
originally released in theaters. [24] Some critics compared it to other well-received prison dramas, including Birdman of Alcatraz, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, Cool Hand Luke, and Riot in Cell Block 11. [82] Gene Siskel said that The Shawshank Redemption, as well as One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest, is an inspirational drama about overcoming a dominant authority. [83] Owen Gleiberman of Entertainment Weekly stated that Freeman made The Red character look genuine and lived in. [4] Janet Maslin of The New York Times said freeman was very impressive, but
lamented that Red's role in the story was limited, being restricted to Andy's observation. She still considered that the actor's exceptional performance made the character a much stronger figure than a mere observer. Maslin also commented that the interpretation moved especially when
describing how Red became dependent on life within prison walls. [84] Leonard Klady of Variety suggested that Freeman took the striking role, allowing him a naturally coming grace and dignity, without ever becoming banal,[85] while Desson Howe of The Washington Post praised the actor
as a master of comic and poignant cadence. [86] Even Kenneth Turan of the Los Angeles Times, whom Glotzer blamed for ruining the film's commercial success, praised Freeman, writing that his easy presence on stage gives Shawshank the closest thing to credibility. [87] In robbins'
portrayal, Gleiberman said that in his role as neo-Gary Cooper's laconic good boy, [Robbins] to make Andy connect with the audience. [4] On the other hand, Maslin thought that Andy was the most subtle role, but that the actor still played him with intensity, efficiently representing the
character while transiva from novice prisoner to father figure. [84] Klady stated that his fascinating, quiet performance ... accurate, honest and homogeneous anchored the film. [85] Howe felt that although Andy was flagrantly messianic to everyone around him easily, comparing him to
Forrest Gump going to prison, Robbins exudes the perfect kind of innocence to sell the story. [86] The Hollywood Reporter commented that Robbins and Freeman gave exceptional and profound interpretations that imbued their characters individually,[88] while Rolling Stone's Peter Travers
commented that the duo had created something undeniably powerful and moving. [82] Gunton and Brown were cited as extremely credible villains,[85] but Howe considered Norton a cliché that extols religious virtues while ordering the killing of people. [86] Maslin thought The Shawshank
Redemption was an impressive directorial debut for Darabont, one that tells a gentle story with an astonishing level of attention. [84] Klady stated that the only flaws came when the director focused heavily on supporting the characters or beautifying another secondary story. [85] The
Hollywood Reporter wrote that both direction and screenplay were crisp, while criticizing the film's long duration. [88] Klady felt that length and tone, which was tempered with humor and unexpected events, would undermine the general appeal to the public, but that the story offered a
fascinating portrait of the innate humanities of detainees. [85] Gleiberman disliked the fact that prisoners' crimes were ignored in a way that would be portrayed more as good. [4] Turan disliked what he saw as scenes of extreme violence and rape, making most prisoners look like a group of
swollen, soft-hearted boys who made the prison experience have a dewy glow. [87] Klady summed up the film as exvaluable and disturbing entertainment, comparing it to a rough diamond with small flaws. [85] Howe criticized him for straying from many subp( subp. ) nor does he like the
story that ends with Andy and Red's meeting rather than ending in mystery. [86] Roger Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times commented that the story worked because it was not About Andy as a hero, but rather how Red sees him. [24] Deakins' cinematographer was well praised,[85] with The
Hollywood Reporter saying it was gourent and well done,[88] while Travers wrote that the day-to-day agonies of prison life are meticulously ... almost almost frustration and anger in the skin of the detainees. [82] Gleiberman praised the stage's choices, commenting that dark moss and
saturated yomies have a redolent sensuality that made the film seem very realistic. [4] The Hollywood Reporter reported that Newman's soundtrack at its best comes with radiant textures and cheerful notes, pleasingly emblematic of the film's central theme,[88] while Klady has described it
as the right balance between dark and absurd. [85] The Shawshank Redemption Awards were nominated for seven Academy Awards at the 1995 Academy Awards ceremony, an album for a Stephen King adaptation:[89] Best Picture for Marvin, Best Adapted Screenplay for Darabont, Best
Actor for Freeman, Best Picture for Deakins, Best Editing by Richard Francis-Bruce, Best Original Band for Newman and Best Sound for Newman and Best Sound. , Elliot Tyson Tyson, Michael Herbick and Willie D. Burton. [90] However, he did not win in any category. [89] He also received
two Golden Globe nominations in the Categories of Best Actor in a Film - Drama for Freeman and Best Screenplay for Darabont. [91] Robbins and Freeman were nominated for Best Performance by an Actor in a Leading Role at the first Actors Union Awards ceremony in 1995. [92]
Darabont was nominated for the Union of Directors of America Award for Best Director in a Film,[93] and also for the Union Award for Best Adapted Screenplay. [94] Deakins won the American Society of Cinematographers award for best film achievement,[95] while Marvin was nominated
for the American Producers Union's Golden Laurel Award. [94] Legacy The Shawshank Tree after being broken by lightning in 2011. He became a symbol of hope for his role in the film. Darabont later adapted two other King stories for film: The Green Mile in 1999 and The Mist in 2001. [96]
King stated in 2016 that The Shawshank Redemption and Stand By Me were his favorite adaptations of some of his works. [97] The oak, under which Andy leaves a letter to Red instructing him to go to Zihuatanejo in Mexico, has become a symbol of hope for his role in the film, being
considered iconic. [54] The New York Times reported in 2016 that the tree attracted thousands of visitors annually. [99] The tree was partially destroyed on 29 July 2011, when it was broken by lightning; News about the damage has been reported by the entire United States in news,
newspapers and even on news sites in India. [98] It was eventually completely demolished by strong winds around 22 July 2016,[98] with its remains being April 2017. [101] The remains were transformed into memorabilia from The Shawshaank Redemption, including magnets and hammers
of geologists. [102] The Ohio State Reformatory became a tourist attraction,[48] with many of the rooms and scene objects used in the film having been preserved, including the false pipe through which Andy escapes to the creek,[51] as well as a portion of the oak after it was damaged in
2011. [40] The surrounding area is also visited by fans, while local businesses in Mansfield sell Shawshanwiches and Bundt cakes in the form of the prison. The reformatory itself would be completely demolished at the end of filming, but ended up being sold to enthusiasts for the symbolic
value of a dollar. [51] According to the Mansfield/Richland County Convention and the Visitor's Office (later renamed Destination Mansfield),[55] tourism in the area has grown every year since the debut of The Shawshank Redemption, attracting eighteen thousand visitors in 2013 and
generating more than three million dollars for the local economy. [40] In August 2014, a series of events were held in Mansfield with the aim of celebrating the film's 20th anniversary, including a screening at the Renaissance Theatre, a bus tour of some filming locations and a party at the
reformatory. Some cast members even attended, including Gunton. [13] Destination Mansfield currently operates the so-called Shawshank Trail, a series of fifteen stops around film-related locations in Mansfield, Ashland, Upper Sandusky and St. Croix. [55] Modern On contemporary review
aggregator site Rotten Tomatoes, the film has an approval rating of 91% out of 66 reviews, earning an average score of 8.2/10 and the consensus is: The Shawshank Redemption is an inspiring and deeply satisfying prison drama with sensible direction and good interpretations. [103]
Metacritic, which creates a weighted arithmetic mean, the film has an index of 80/100 based on twenty reviews, indicating generally favorable revisions. [104] Shawshank's redemption has been nominated and has appeared on several lists of the American Film Institute celebrating American
cinema. It was nominated in 1998 for the top 100 films in the United States,[105] appearing at number 72 in 2007 on the revised list, ahead of Forrest Gump and Pulp Fiction. [106] Andy and director Norton were named on the list of 100 heroes and villains. [107] The phrase Mind living or
occupy yourself dying (Get busy living or get busy dying dying was nominated for the list of striking phrases. [108] Duettino – Sull'Aria de Le nozze di Figaro was included in the song list. [109] Newman's soundtrack also received a nomination on the list of Routes. [110] Critic Roger Ebert
added The Shawshank Redemption to his Great Movies list in 1999. [24] The Writers' Union of America chose Darabont's screenplay in 2005 as the 22nd in its top 101 American screenplay list,[111] while in 2014 the film was chosen as the fourth favorite Hollywood film in a survey of 2,120
industry members; entertainment lawyers were the ones who appreciated the film the most. [112] The Daily Telegraph called it the 17th best film in prison ever made. [113] The Shawshank Redemption has also appeared in several lists of the best films of the 1990s for various publications,
including Paste,[114] NME,[115] Complex,[116] CHUD.com,[117] MSN,[118] TheWrap,[119] Maxim[120] and Rolling Stone. [121] The cultural impact The Academy of Motion Film Arts and Sciences celebrated the 20th anniversary of The Shawshank Redemption in 2014 with a screening at
the Samuel Goldwyn Theater in Beverly Hills. [42] The following year the film was selected by the Library of Congress for preservation in the National Film Registry to be considered culturally, historically or aesthetically significant. Darabont responded by saying that I cannot think of honor
greater than The Shawshank Redemption being considered part of our country's cinematic legacy. [80] Variety reported in 2014 that the term Shawshank could be used to instantly transmit images of a prison. [33] Critics sometimes find it difficult to define the film's enormous public
appreciation. [80] Freeman has commented that Almost everywhere you go, people say 'The Shawshank Redemption – the best film I've ever seen'. Robbins said: I swear to God, everywhere in the world - everywhere in the world - wherever I go, there are people who say This movie
changed my life. [7] King has also stated that If this is not one of the best [films of my works], it is one of the two or three best, and surely in the minds of viewers it is probably the best because it is usually on top of these searches they do about movies ... I never expected anything to
happen. Robbins explained that South African politician Nelson Mandela has already told him about his love of the film,[7] having been cited as an inspiration by several sportsmen and women such as Jonny Wilkinson and Agustín Pichot,[123] as well as Sara Ferguson, Duchess of York.
[124] Gunton commented that he met fans in Morocco, Australia, South America,[125] Germany, France and Bora Bora. [35] Director Steven Spielberg said The Shawshank Redemption was a rubber movie - if you step on it, stick to his shoe. [37] It is the number one film on the top 250
films in history according to users of internet movie database (IMDb) since 2008, 2008, he overtook The Godfather, having remained at or near the top since the late 1990s. [75] Readers of Empire magazine voted him the best of the 1990s, the best ever in 2006, and number four in 2008 on
the top 500 films of all time. [18] [127] It was voted in 2011 by BBC Radio 1 listeners and BBC Radio 1Xtra as their favourite film. [129] The Shawshank Redemption was chosen in 2013 by a Sky poll as the best film not to win the Academy Award for Best Picture,[130] while it was chosen as
the UK's favourite film in 2015 in a YouGov poll. When the British Film Institute analysed Yougov's research data, it was noticed that the film was not the first place in any of the demographics, but was the only one to appear in the top fifteen in all age groups, suggesting it connected with
people of all ages, unlike Pulp Fiction , which was best valued by young people and Gone with the Wind, which was most appreciated by the elderly. [74] A 2017 survey conducted by London Gatwick Airport identified it as the fourth best film to watch on a flight. [74] It was also voted in 2015
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